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Moderato
\( \frac{4}{4} \) C\(^{\#}\)sus2

\( \text{With pedal} \)

C\(^{\#}\)sus2

\( \text{C}^\#_{\text{sus2}} \)

\( \text{ZOE:} \)

keep conversational throughout

\( \text{I don't need you to sell me on reasons to want you} \)
I don't need you to search for the proof that I should

You don't have to convince me
You don't have to be scared you're not enough

'Cause what we've got goin' is good

I don't need more reminders of all that's been broken
I don't need you to fix what I'd rather forget

Clear the slate and start over

Try to quiet the noises in your head

We can't compete with all that

So what if it's us? What if it's us and only
us? And what came before—

won't count any more, or matter

Can we try that?

What if it's you? And what if it's me?

And what if that's all that we need it to be?

And the rest of the world falls away

What do you say?

I never thought there'd be someone like you who would

Evan:

*keep conversational throughout*
Db(add2)    Dbmaj7          Db

— want me —  So I __

Db/Gb

— give you ten thousand reasons to not let me __

Db(add2)

— go —

Blm9      Ebm7          A1/sus/C  A1/C          D1sus  Db  F7/A

But if you really see me     If you like me for me and nothing
else

Well, that's all that I've wanted for longer than you could possibly know.

So it can be us

It can be us and only

And what came before won't count anymore.
or matter
We can try

It's not so impossible

It's not so impossible
Nobody else

'Cause you're saying it's possible

'Cause you're saying it's possible

but the two of us here
Bbm7(4) A\(\flat\) sus A\(\flat\)(add4) G\(\flat\) sus2 G\(\flat\) sus2(add4)

-ble We can just watch the whole world disappear 'Til

-ble

G\(\flat\)(add2)

you're the only one I

you're the only one I
still know how to see

still know how to see It’s just you and

It’ll be us It’ll be me

us and only

sim.
us  And what came  be-fore  won't count  an-y-more,  We can try that.

You  and

You  and

me  That's all that we need it to be  

me  That's all that we need it to be  

And the rest of the world falls away
And the rest
Of the world falls away
Of the world falls away
The world falls away
The world falls away
The world falls away

And it’s only us

rall.

The world falls away

And it’s only us